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Diverse Teams

 Diverse teams outperform homogenous work teams, in a wide variety of 
contexts (Levine et al., 2014; Phillips et al., 2009; Sommers, 2006). 

 Diverse teams make better decision-makings (Rink & Ellemers, 2010; Phillips 
e al., 2009), process information more carefully (Sommers et al., 2008), are 
more innovative (Diaz-Garcia, 2015; Nathan & Lee, 2013), and are more 
likely to engage in productive cognitive conflict (Jehn, 1995). 

 However, diverse teams can have lower satisfaction (Jackson et al., 1991) 
and more interpersonal conflict than homogenous teams (Jehn et al., 1999) 
and can splinter into subgroups along demographic faultlines (Lau & 
Murnighan, 1998)



Inclusive Teams

 Inclusive teams exist when “individuals of all backgrounds…are fairly 
treated, valued for who they are and included in core decision 
making” (Nishii, 2013, p. 1754).

 Inclusive team practices lead to a reduction of conflict and increase in 
satisfaction (Nishii, 2013). 

 Can create inclusive team environment if members are encouraged to 
openly discuss different points of view with others and explicitly draw 
on their cultural experiences (Ely & Thomas, 2001) and through the 
development of psychological safety (Edmondson, 1999).



Team Creation

4 Basic Methods:
 Random
 Student selected
 Diverse teams created by instructor
 Homogenous teams created by instructor



Types of Student Teams
Option Description Pros Cons
Random team 
selection

Instructor 
randomly 
assigns teams 
(variety of ways 
to do this)

Chances are friends are not 
together

Students work with people who 
are different

Some students appreciate this

Some students may complain as they 
have no voice in selection of team 
members

Student Self 
selection

Students select 
their teams

Students are generally happy

Generally have higher levels of 
psychological safety as they often 
pick people they know and are 
comfortable with

Some students are excluded bc they 
are not in the same networks

Students don’t stretch their network 
and skills

Dynamics of friends; dynamics of same 
Greek house



Types of Student Teams
Professor creates 
diverse teams

Faculty 
determines the 
team through a 
variety of ways 
(e.g. conduct a 
survey to 
understand 
student 
characteristics). 

Diverse teams have different 
perspectives and skill sets that 
can improve performance

Greater creativity and 
innovation

More task conflict which can 
lead to better solutions

Students need to learn to work 
with others that are unlike them

Some students may complain

Can be harder for faculty to manage

More interpersonal conflict

Team members report lower satisfaction at 
beginning

Needs extra focus on team norms and 
roles to get teams working effectively 

Can create faultlines (divisions among 
particular attributes)

Professor creates 
homogenous 
teams

Faculty assign 
similar members to 
a team together

Can prevent faultlines

Team members may feel more 
comfortable with one another

Increased psychological safety

Minority members will often 
contribute more when they are 
not the minority in their group.

Isn’t necessarily reflective of real-life work 
teams

Can lead to pre-mature consensus and 
poorer performance as they may have 
same experiences/perspectives



Student Preferences

42% prefer random selection
“less awkward and gives students chance to work with people they typically wouldn’t” 
“for the sake of diversity and inclusion…bc people will choose their friends” “no one feels the pressure 
of picking”
“allows me to experience all the different types of teams, good or bad, while in school” 
32% prefer to select their own
“makes me more confident and relaxed that there will be a great outcome” “choosing someone I 
trust” “highest success rates” “more inclined to listen to others in the group and ask for their opinion 
[when known]”
21% prefer professor to select diverse teams
“greater chance of being successful and offers a new learning experience” “more effective” 
5% prefer professor to select homogenous teams
“nothing against diverse teams, but teams of similar members have done better in past” “better at 
communication” “psychological safety”

The majority of students (63%) mentioned wanting diversity in their groups (75% of the students who 
voted for randomly selected groups cited diversity as a reason) 



Building Inclusive Teams

 Set norms
 Assign roles
 Build cohesion
 Create psychological safety

Norms Roles

Cohesion

Psyc Safety

Inclusion



Specify Clear Norms

Norms are informal rules of conduct for behaviors that are considered 
important by most group members.
 Help to create and reinforce team culture and expectations.
 Can be emergent or strategic.

How norms are developed:
 Explicit statements by group members
 Critical events in group’s history
 Carry-over behaviors
 Primacy (first behavior that occurs becomes standard)



Assign Roles

Functions of roles
 Particular members focus attention on particular features of 

environment
 Multiple perspectives are represented
 Prevent turf battles



Task Roles:
Leader

Information or opinion seeker

Clarifier

Summarizer

Devil’s Advocate

Agenda Setter

Record Keeper

Maintenance Roles:
Leader

Harmonizer

Time manager

Compromiser

Gate keeper

Cheerleader

Tension Reliever

Some Common Types of Roles



…Is the degree of emotional attraction and camaraderie within the group.  
- a kind of “social glue”

WAYS TO BUILD:
 Build team identity 
 Encourage physical proximity
 Engage in social activities as a team
 Have good person-team fit
 Experience a challenge or hardship

Cohesion



Psychological Safety

…is the belief that your environment is safe for 
interpersonal risk-taking, and that you won’t be punished 
for mistakes.
 Trust and psychological safety lead to positive outcomes for 

teams such as:
 Innovation, creativity, coordination, collaboration, 

transparency, productivity, performance, communication, 
etc.



Psychological Safety

Things that lead to psyc safety

 Building relationships 
 Norms about conflict
 Leader support
 Leader vulnerability
 Rewarding curiosity
 Supporting member voice

Outcomes of psyc safety

 Increased information 
sharing

 Creativity and innovation
 Increased collaboration
 Greater satisfaction
 More engagement 
 Performance improvements



Teams in Our Classes

 In Team Dynamics the vast majority of students in Tracey’s class said team felt inclusive (this was 
a professor-constructed diverse team)
 While teams were diverse across team, I worked to have no “token” minority member of teams (i.e. 

always had 2 women, or 2 people of color on a team of 4).

 Discussed the issues of roles, norms, psychological safety, cohesion, and ways to create inclusion.

 Created multiple opportunities for social activities to help them build relationships.

 Gave clear goals and structure for the project

 Had regular check-ins with teams and “coached” when needed.

 In design thinking-oriented courses, Stacy tries to ensure that cognitive diversity is maximized in 
order to be creative but also ensures that they are built for inclusivity. 
 She also has activities and “structure” set up in the front and throughout the experience so that there is 

accountability. 



Tips for Creating Inclusive Teams

Ideal team size – 3 to 5 members – enough to have some division of labor 
but not too many to keep track of who is supposed to do what.

Set team goals at the beginning – will help create shared identity and 
shared understanding.

Have teams talk about what it means to be a good team member and set 
norms around that behavior. Have teams develop a contract to that 
effect. 



Tips for Creating Inclusive Teams

Be intentional about how you put the teams together. Focus on both 
supplemental and complementary skills. 

Where possible, there should not be only one woman on a team of men 
or one minority member on a team of majority members. 
 Social support systems are important for cohesion.

Discuss the importance of psychological safety with your teams and 
help them find ways to develop that – having the team spend some 
time just socializing can go a long way to developing this.



Tips for Creating Inclusive Teams

Make sure there are clear instructions about roles and division of 
work. 
 Rotate roles – scribe/note taker, time keeper, clarifier, manager, 

devils advocate. If roles are not rotated they tend to be picked 
based on gender/race (women take notes and men serve as 
leaders).

Be sure to give everyone a voice. 
• For example, asking everyone to share whether they agree or 

disagree and why vs taking a “majority rules” vote. 
• Technological tools can help with this (ex. Parlayideas.com)



Take-Aways

 Building inclusive teams take time and work
 Be patient as it will pay off in a higher performing team!

 Help student teams create norms that support inclusion and 
psychological safety.

 Give student teams time to socialize and build relationships.
 When you have teams assign roles it immediately creates a 

sense of inclusion as people understand the job they need to 
do and feel like they are contributing.
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